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We show that the theorem of power expended may be claimed for unbounded 
bodies, under mild hypotheses on the behavior at infinity of the velocity, the den- 
sity, and the stress fields. 1 1985 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let E be an n-dimensional euclidean space, let B be a body, i.e., a regular 
region in I?, and let (0, ei} be an orthonormal reference frame in E. As 
known, the theorem of power expended assures that, if 52 is any bounded, 
fixed region contained at each instant on B, then 
where the symbols have their usual meaning and the functions are sup- 
posed smooth [ 11. 
This result poses the following question: Does relation (1) hold if B and 
Q are both unbounded, the body and surface forces are summable respectively 
on Q and a.Q, and the initial energy is finite? 
The following example [2] shows that such a generalization requires 
suitable restrictions upon the behavior at intinity of the flow ‘(v, p, T). For 
homogeneous, incompressible, inviscid fluids (T = -PI), ( 1) takes the form 
f ~~pv2dQ=~~/v;dZ+~~ds{~~b~vdQ-i’in(p+~pv2)v-~dZ}. (2) 
’ Throughout this paper we follow the graphic conventions of [ 11, to which we refer for 
any symbols not explained here. 
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A simple consequence of (2) is the uniqueness of the null solution 
(0, p, - cI), with c = const, under the boundary condition v * n = 0. On the 
other hand, if BE E and b = 0, the initial boundary-value problem for the 
system of incompressible inviscid fluids admits the solution 
(xi t’e,, p, - 2t Ci x,1) as well as the trivial one. Hence, a necessary con- 
dition in order that (1) hold is p = ITI = o(r), with Y = Ix - 01. 
A second restriction involves the velocity v. Let (v, p, T) be a steady flow, 
let S, be the sphere of radius R centered at 0, and let v,(R) = sup{ Iv * e, 1, 
x E S, n a, re, = x - O}. A physically reasonable request is that the integral 
j$O” dR/v, is infinite. 
Thus, as a first step, we may ask ourselves whether (1) holds for 
solutions (v, p, T) to the system 
pC=divT+b 
Z, + div v = 0 
onQ=SZx(O, +co) (3) 
under the hypotheses 
there exists a positive and smooth function q(r) on [0, + co) 
such that q’(r) > 0, lim,, +m q(r)= +co, q’(r) Iv-e,1 = O(1) 
(4) 
3f(r) E C((O, + 02 I)? f(r) = O(r), p-II2 ITI = o(f(r)). 
The aim of the present work is just to give a partly affirmative answer to 
the above question. In fact, denoting by E the whole set (v, p, T) of 
solutions to system (3) such that’ 
we shall prove the following 
THEOREM. Let B be an unbounded body, let (v, p, T) E Z, and assume that 
‘The set of functions defined on Gs E x [0, + co) and differentiable up to the order m 
(E N,,) inclusive will be denoted by C”‘(G) (C’(C) = C(G)) and we agree to use the symbol 
C:(G) for the set of tensor-valued functions of kth order, whose components belong to Cm(G). 
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(4) is satisfied withf*(r) = r’-“[q’(r)] -‘. If&l is anyfixed region contained 
on B, Vt > 0, and 
then (1) holds. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Consider the function 
g(x, s) = SS(ti(Xl t)) 
where g, is a C” function on R verifying (6 > 0) 
g6(0=0 on (-co, -S] 
ss(5) = 1 on [S, +co) 
gb(5) 2 0 on [w 
and 
It/(x, s) = cd’[q(R) + c(z -s) - q(r)], 
The support of g, defined by the inequality 
q(r) G q(R) + 4~ - 31, 
R, z > 0. 
is certainly compact on E x [0, r], VR. Moreover it is equal to the set 
X6= {(x,s)EEx [0, +oo):rQq-‘[q(R)+c(r-s+~)],.s<T}. 
Further, g E Coo( E x [0, T] ) even if $ is not differentiable at 0. Indeed, in 
the set 
{(x,s)EEx [O, +co):rdq ~‘[q(R)+c(T-s-6)],s~T} 
g E 1. Hence, if we choose 6 suitably small, we may conclude that g is dif- 
ferentiable at 0. 
Multiply both sides of (3), by gv and recall the following vector iden- 
tities: 
$ggpv * grad v* = div { ig,gpu*v} - igu’ div(pv) - &W*V - grad g 
gv*divT=div{gv*T}-gT*D-v*Tgradg. 
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Integrate now over the set Sz, x (0, t), with t < r and 
a,= (xd2: lx-y] &L>O,vyEaQ}, 
and choose p in such a way that Sz, # 0. 
A simple application of the divergence theorem leads at once to 
1 
2 R, 
1 gpv2ds2=;~a 
P 
g,p&dQ-;j;ds jQPg;pv2dQ- j;d$gT-Ddf2 
-;i’dsj. 
0 
nFgiq’(r) 02v*e,df2 
+’ ‘ds 
5 s Qpdd(r) v*Te,dQ 
-i”, ( 
* ds g ;pr’v-V-T .n,d.Q 
0 aa, 
(5) 
where nP is the outward unit normal to X2,. 
By virtue of the inequalities 
_ 2 4’(r) -v.Te,<fpU’+f [q’(r)]‘T’/p 
C 
and since, by (4),, 3M>O: q’(r) Iv-e,1 <A4 on Q x [0, z], (5) yields 
+;[;drj gpv2dQ+[‘dsj g(b2/2p-T.D)dQ 
a, 0 Q, 
Choose now c > M+ 1. An obvious application of Gronwall’s lemma 
and passage to the limit p -+ 0 give 
1 
L s 
gpv’di2 < e’ gopov~dQ+~~e~‘ds[~~(b2/2p-T~D 
+~gh[q’(r)]2~2/p)dQ-~c3ag(~pv2v-v*T)*ndZ~~. (7) 
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Observe now that, as 6 + 0, g tends to the characteristic function of the set 
x0, and the passage to the limit 6 -+ 0 is permissible in (7). Moreover 
where we have put R,s=qP1[q(R)+c(z-s)]. Thus, by letting p-0, (7) 
leads to 
(b2/2p -T. D)dQ 
This last relation assures us that pa* and T. D are respectively summable 
on Q and Q x (0, t), Vt b 0. Indeed, letting R -+ +a, we have 
~~~pu2dR+~~d~~~T~Dd~~e*{~~~poa~d~+~~e~~~[~~b2/2pd~ 2 
-.I 
($u2v-v*T).ndC . 
PR II 
(8) 
Now, let f be any smooth function of r. Multiplying both sides of (3), by 
fv and operating in the same way as in the derivation of (5) we get, 
VR>O, 
f s .fpv*dQ = R, n SR 
-I f(~pu2v-v~T)*ndZ dR, n s,Q 
- f(fpu*v-v*T).e,dC (9) 
By choosingf= 1 in (9) and by virtue of the hypotheses and (8) we easily 
argue that the last integral, as R + +co, is certainly finite. Then, let us 
choose f= [q(r)] -OL, a > 0. Since 
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- 1‘ pv*v grad fdQ Q,nSR 
=U. 
i R P 
n sR [q(r)1 + ’ q’(r) dv - e, dQ 
<KM 
s 
pv2dQ 
Q,nSll 
- 
i 
v * T grad fdS2 
R, n s.q 
+icz j dy JO’ [q(r)]-2’“f”[q’(r)]2T2/pr”-‘dr 
1 
6-c? 
2 s 
pv*dQ + 
RllnSt? 2(2r+ 1) {CdO)l-‘“-‘- Cq(r)l-2”p’) 
where K is a suitable positive constant and (r, y) is the spherical coordinate 
system associated to (0, e,}, the theorem is finally achieved, by letting in 
(9) first CI -+ 0, then R + + cc and p -+ 0. 
3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Our theorem may be easily proved for any unbounded material part P of 
B Cll. 
If we specify the material, we may obtain sharper results. A simple exam- 
ple is provided by an elastic flow, i.e., a fluid whose constitutive equation is 
T = -z(p) I. In this case assumption (4)* is no longer required. Moreover 
a very strong domain of influence theorem holds [3]. 
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